many people don’t like to be called cleaners but then many people don’t get paid to scrub floors and wash carpets and clean windows the commercial cleaning business can be profitable flexible and can grow quickly making it a great home business preference if you key into the right path professional cleaning business has the tendency of lower up front costs than other businesses and this is one of the few businesses you can begin working on immediately with little capital investment and start making profit formal training or certifications are not necessarily required for typical home and office cleaning for those that have a high level of work ethic and customer demeanor the cleaning business can be a lucrative and rewarding experience the following are the reasons why you should try your hand in commercial cleaning business

i constant market businesses need their offices cleaned whether in a good economy or bad one if it wants to keep a professional and clean environment commercial cleaning maintains a steady market with steady demand

ii simple service offering whether an entrepreneur decides to tap from an existing franchise model or build it from the scratch what businesses need is fairly similar across the board such as emptying wastebaskets cleaning bathrooms dusting tables and chairs washing toilets and the typical sweeping and mopping

iii business is stable commercial cleaning is a continuing service business this means that companies and other businesses need the service regularly which brings in steady business for you as well as a secure regular income

iv entry level workforce the good thing about it is that your employees don’t need formal education or training so you don’t have to spend money on expensive training or recruiting costs

v overhead is low outside of cleaning supplies and other essentials someone interested in a commercial cleaning franchise doesn’t have to commit a lot of cash to buy cleaning equipment such as vehicles or inventory

this book is a complete guide for starting a cleaning business with unpopular strategies for maximizing profit with minimum cost it also provides tips on determining the right location for a successful and flourishing business more facts and strategies are explained in this book to help you start your own commercial cleaning business without sweat tags home based business plan technique how to start a house cleaning business starting your own cleaning business cleaning business for sale how to start my own cleaning business how to start a home cleaning business start up business growth strategies small business forecasting start up business workbook start up business ideas cheap start up businesses how to start a cleaning business from home cleaning business insurance business checklist how to start a cleaning business the essential guide to starting a cleaning business starting a cleaning business can be a profitable alternative to the day job an evergreen service with a growing demand with both domestic and commercial clients it’s a future proof business with masses of profit potential how to start a successful
cleaning business second edition provides you with the essential information you need to know before you start your cleaning business from legal and technical requirements to get started to everything you need to start a cleaning business packed with tips inside information and tricks of the trade this book is a must have for anyone considering starting their own profitable cleaning business start a house cleaning business with this step by step guide and be up and running in one week back in the olden days before the internet was really popular and you could google search anything there was trial and error if you wanted to start a house cleaning business from scratch you could but it was rarely an overnight success for anybody big success was tossed to the cleaning service franchisees who could afford the fancy training and well built brands while the mom and pop cleaning services were left to figure it out on their own good news times have changed as an independent house cleaner you no longer have to wade through endless pinterest boards for tips and ideas on how to start a house cleaning business angela brown built from scratch one of the most successful independently owned and operated house cleaning companies in the southeastern united states if you are serious about success in the cleaning service industry you should sign up for her free tips tricks and time saving hacks by joining the savvy cleaner email list at savvycleaner com tips and you follow her blog at askahousecleaner com she has trained a multitude of independent house cleaners how to take their business from day one through expansion and enormous growth in this step by step guide she’ll show you how to set up your home office what office supplies you are going to need ideas for your company logo how to choose your company name how to choose a uniform tips on creating your company image and brand how to set your rules and policies how to choose a territory everything you need to know about creating flyers worksheets and why you need them how to bid jobs what to charge what kind of car you need confidence builders how to build instant credentials bonding insurance the magic of the mulligan how to get an endless stream of referrals how much you should pay for referral fees how to never have any billing and collections and how to always get paid and on time there is a reason they call angela brown the house cleaning guru if you re here because you have an interest in house cleaning or in upgrading your life and you want to start a house cleaning business welcome house cleaning business is a 49 billion dollar a year industry that is nearly recession proof when times get hard people work more hours to pay the bills they have less time at home to clean so they outsource their cleaning which means more business for you and me another awesome reason to start a house cleaning business is this unlike a regular 9 to 5 job if you get fired you re not out of work you simply add another customer into your new available time slot and keep going and you will learn here how to do such an amazing job that you will never get fired and your clients will never want you to leave franchise or start a house cleaning business free bonus download savvycleaner com franchise so should you buy into an existing franchise like molly maid merrymaids the cleaning authority maid brigade maid pro sears maidservices the maids two maids a mop you ve got maids maidsimple cleantastic home cleaning services of america jani king mopfrog jan pro maid to perfection or many of the others on the market or should you start your own house cleaning company
from scratch there are pros and cons to both if you are not sure of the differences you can download a free comparison chart at savvycleaner com franchise for the sake of this book we are going to assume you are going to start your own if it can get dirty chances are people will pay to have it cleaned houses carpets upholstery windows the list goes on and on a vast majority of dual income families use cleaning services creating a huge market for cleaning service startups updated with the latest industry and market information including the impact of technology and new specialty niches this new edition provides eager entrepreneurs with all the information they need to become a squeaky clean success the experts at entrepreneur share everything aspiring entrepreneurs need to know to start three of the most in demand cleaning businesses residential maid service commercial janitorial service and carpet upholstery cleaning included are current statistics and trend forecasts the ins and outs of finding customers new ideas for hiring and training employees up to date legal tax and insurance requirements tips on avoiding common pitfalls and surefire tips for growing a business other support includes answers to frequently asked questions and access to an appendix of additional resources and checklists to guide readers through each step of the startup process although it may not seem like it cleaning is big business a well step up residential cleaning business can earn you substantial amounts of money to the tune of 50 000 per year however many people intent on starting this business tend to underestimate the amount of preparation and effort that goes into establishing such a business after all we all clean right right but cleaning another person’s home for monetary gains fee is infinitely different from cleaning your residence when the word business enters into the picture a lot changes suddenly the differences become clear the person you are cleaning for expects value for money if you are keen on starting a profitable residential cleaning business that provides value to its clients you need to avoid common pitfalls made by beginners venturing into this business fortunately this book has everything you need to create a profitable and immensely valuable cleaning business here is a preview of what you’ll learn this guide will teach you how to get started on the business the book will also look at the intricacies of owning and running a successful residential cleaning business you will learn the pros and cons of this type of business the items you need to set up the business and get started how to market your business for maximum exposure once it is up and running how to price cleaning jobs how to build a brand that stands out from the competition and many more introduction chapter 1 getting started chapter 2 the benefits and challenges of a residential cleaning business chapter 3 basic supplies needed to start chapter 4 marketing your business powerful marketing tactics chapter 5 powerful branding that beats your competition chapter 6 how to price jobs right for maximum profit chapter 7 keeping clients long term this book is aimed at helping others learn how to start a small independently run commercial or residential cleaning business as the saying goes give a man a fish and you feed him for a day teach a man to fish and he feeds himself for a lifetime it is my hope that by writing this book i will teach someone how to think act and to work like an independent businessperson before there were factories and assembly lines and huge multinational corporations there was the family
with its small spot of land from which the family drew it sustenance the landowner worked the land and
grew crops and raised livestock and poultry which he sold to neighbors and nearby townspeople mother
father and children were all involved with the task of providing for the family this was the original
spirit of america the spirit of freedom and independence somewhere along the way that spirit of freedom
and independence got lost in the shuffle the industrial revolution ushered in an age of dependence and
reliance on the act of working for someone else in order to feed one s own family later there came the
spirit of depending on the federal and state governments to act as a safety net to help families in dire
straits the citizens of the world must change their thinking and change it quickly at the time i started
writing this book in january 2014 the unemployment rate for the united states of america was hovering
around 7 i looked at this figure and thought there is something wrong here i realized that we as americans
and the citizens of the world have surrendered our freedom and independence in return for the dependence
on others for our own financial security childhood obesity has risen at an alarming rate of the last three
decades type 2 diabetes now threatens the health of generations to come our children spend more time at
the computer than they spend exercising nobody wants to work anymore nobody wants to exert him or herself
in performing any physical activity that is not to say that the entire population lives sedentary lives
there are millions of workers who perform jobs that are physically demanding there are those among us
whose jobs require them to clean the homes and offices of doctors and lawyers and many other professionals
why not take it a step further and start your own business of offering cleaning services to others there
is no shame in working in the cleaning industry any more so than there is in working in a factory the real
difference is that by owning your own cleaning business you can earn considerably more money than you
would by working for someone else this brings us to the heart of the matter you might be paid seven to ten
dollars an hour for cleaning someone else s home or business while working for someone else with you own
cleaning service business you can make upwards of fifty dollars an hour of course there are expenses
involved with running your own business you simply charge a price that allows for expenses and a tidy
profit to boot many are tired of living under the cloud of uncertainty wondering when the axe will fall
and they get their lay off notice there are those forward thinking persons who are thinking of starting a
small business but don t know where to find information and details on doing so th eaim here is to offer
guidance to those who do want to break away from the nine to five treadmill of living from paycheck to
paycheck i started with the aim of providing as much detailed information as i could about starting and
running a cleaning service business let s not kid ourselves here you will have to do further research to
work out the details of running your own business i have not gone into minute detail about operating your
business this is more of a broad overview aimed at inspiring you to look further and to dig deeper into
the industry and learn as much as you can book cd rom a lot of people believe that they can set up and
operate a cleaning business that will reap big profits with a few dollars and some cleaning supplies the
reality is most of these start ups fail in a couple of months as with any business it takes hard work and
time to develop a profitable cleaning business however armed with the detailed information in this new book you can have your recession proof cleaning business up and running quickly you will learn how to build your client list quickly properly bid on jobs organise your schedule and maximise your time and profits you will learn everything you need to know before starting your cleaning business a cleaning service can be run part or full time and can easily be started in your own home as such these businesses are one of the fastest growing segments in the service economy this new book will teach you all you need to know about starting your own cleaning business in the minimum amount of time here is the manual you need to cash in on this highly profitable segment of the service industry this book is a comprehensive and detailed study of the business side of cleaning this superb manual should be studied by anyone investigating the opportunities of opening a cleaning business and will arm you with everything you need including sample business forms contracts worksheets and checklists for planning opening and running day to day operations and dozens of other valuable time saving tools that no entrepreneur should be without while providing detailed instructions and examples the author leads you through finding a location that will bring success if necessary buying and selling a cleaning service pricing formulas sales planning tracking competitors bookkeeping media planning pricing copy writing hiring and firing employees motivating workers managing and training employees accounting procedures successful budgeting and profit planning development as well as thousands of great tips and useful guidelines by reading this book you will become knowledgeable about basic cost control systems site plans and diagrams software and equipment layout and planning sales and marketing techniques legal concerns irs reporting requirements customer service monthly profit and loss statements tax preparation public relations general management skills low and no cost ways to satisfy customers and build sales and auditing in addition you will learn how to draw up a winning business plan the companion cd rom has the actual business plan that can be used in microsoft word how to set up computer systems to save time and money how to hire and keep a qualified professional staff how to generate high profile public relations and how to keep bringing clients back the manual delivers literally hundreds of innovative ways to streamline your business learn new ways to make your operation run smoother and increase performance shut down waste reduce costs and increase profits in addition owners will appreciate this valuable resource and use it as a reference in their daily activities and as a source for ready to use forms sites operating and cost cutting ideas and mathematical formulas that can be easily applied the companion cd rom contains all the forms in the book as well as a sample business plan you can adapt for your own use have you ever wanted to start your own business well now is your time get started in a business where customers are crunched on time need you to clean their homes and you already have all the tools and experience to begin now this trusty book delivers the information needed to start establish and market your cleaning business in an informative and fun manner we provide tons of different tips and tricks you can use to propel your new or existing business forward there are plenty of topics to uncover and more later you will learn all about the required tasks of running a
successful business such as equipment networking advertising pricing estimating hiring and training

Additionally, we provided examples of many of the different forms you’ll need such as a cleaning service contract, equipment, and cleaning checklists. A cleaning guide and sample flyer in giving you this book, we want to be as helpful and honest as we can in the content we deliver. We want to motivate you, spark your inner boss, and help you profit from your own hard work. This is dedicated to beginners and current business owners of cleaning companies. We want to encourage you to follow your dream of starting your own business and employing others to help them accomplish their goals. Now is your time to leave your job and tell your boss that you’re throwing in the towel. Inside you will find a complete plan to build a six-figure income. And more: these powerful lessons can be used right away to organize and build your janitorial business. Topics include the perfect client profile of customers to look for, how to market your company, how to make sales, how to organize your business. How to recruit great dependable labor, how to retain labor, how to train your workers, how to give a great consistent service. Start today to build a profitable cleaning business.

Ron Piscatelli is an entrepreneur and successful author of Coffee Break Wisdom on starting a successful business and Pasta Fazool for the Soul, the Italian cookbook everyone is talking about. Visit ronpiscatelli.com. The cleaning industry is worth billions each year. There is plenty of money to be made and you don’t require any specific qualifications to get started. What you do need is a range of key skills and a personal determination to succeed. This book will give you insider knowledge of the world of office and domestic cleaning. It will provide you with all the practical tools you need to succeed in a competitive but rewarding industry. The basics required to set up your business and the services you can offer, how to develop sales, how to find and keep satisfied clients, how to find good staff, train them and deal with problems. How to maintain the quality of your service provision as you grow. Managing the legal, health, safety, and insurance requirements, how to develop your brand and grow your company. Bookkeeping, debt control, and finance. How to develop further lucrative services to offer your client base.

There is a difference between desire and decision. After a bad day at work, or when a particularly big bill you hadn’t expected arrives, every working person wants to have more money. Everyone wants to be his or her own boss. But really, that feeling is temporary, it’s a reaction to current circumstances and for whatever reason, it will fade fairly quickly. That is the first lesson to learn in starting your own business; not everyone was meant to have one. Sometimes, of course, that desire persists—it will become solid and strong, something that doesn’t fade in hours or days, and it’s that driven desire that can lead you to make a decision one that will change your life, and that’s why you’re holding this book in your hands or reading it on your screen. Because that fleeting dream just won’t go away, and you think you may really want to start a cleaning business of your own. This book will help you make an intelligent decision. Are you struggling to make ends meet? Are you getting tired of living paycheck to paycheck? Perhaps you are just looking for a change. Well, I say yes. It is time for a change. Updated in 2017. In this turnkey guide loaded with specifics, I share the three primary marketing strategies I used to generate a 2000 book of residual monthly income in the first month.
of my launch i include several other gems that will help propel the success of your home cleaning business enjoy bonus 50 question cleaning quiz with answers cleaning is something everyone has to deal with but few people truly enjoy it for those who do enjoy it working as a cleaner can be a lucrative way of earning a living the benefits of cleaning for a living include the freedom to set your own hours and work with clients you like an opportunity to escape a desk or hard labor job and plenty of exercise imagine owning your own business you have no boss you have very few start up costs you ask for and receive pay raises automatically you set your own hours and determine your pay rate sound too good to be true here is the exciting news it s not everything you need to know about making money with this business is in this book you will learn how to write a sizzling proposal how to bid like a pro where to buy supplies how to get people to call you for jobs how to use this best kept secret in business to launch your dreams buy this book now shey morton is a mother a hard worker industrious a self starter in a word hustler she hustled her way to the top creating a franchisable business with a bucket and a business card and is committed to helping others to do the same in this book i share 3 tips on how you can start and grow your commercial cleaning business without getting stuck doing the cleaning doing a little bit of cleaning in your cleaning business isn t a bad thing it becomes a problem when you get stuck in your office cleaning business start a cleaning business on a shoestring is a comprehensive and easy to understand guide to starting and running a successful uk domestic cleaning agency based on the author s own experience compared with other business start ups a cleaning agency offers many advantages can be run from home relatively low start up costs recession resilient quick to set up you could be earning money within 2 weeks easy to learn high profit margins fantastic income potential white collar opportunity you don t do the cleaning you manage this book is broken down into a logical sequence allowing the reader to move effortlessly from the planning phase to launch and then on to the day to day running of the business clear step by step guidance is provided throughout with specimen contracts forms marketing and presentation materials provided in short everything you need to start a cleaning business is included the author even offers valuable bonuses when you buy his book trade prices on your printed materials half price advertising in a leading uk online cleaning directory a low cost website building service a low cost document customisation service starting and running a cleaning agency is not rocket science it simply requires commitment and basic organisation skills simply signing up two new clients per week will put you on target to earn in the region of 80 000 per annum by the end of your second trading year all this is possible without having to run payroll provide cleaning materials and equipment or do any cleaning work yourself you can even run the business part time and the author explains how you can accomplish this why spend upwards of 10 000 for a cleaning franchise when you can learn how to start a successful cleaning agency on a shoestring if you have ever been anxious over what business to start with a small capital you need not fret anymore this book is your go to guide to starting a house cleaning business unlike some other startups that are capital intensive a house cleaning business offers you the best return on investment with a low startup cost how
to start and grow your own cleaning business including registration finding customers and retaining customers written by a 20 year veteran cleaning business owner and advertising consultant to the cleaning industry this book is for carpet cleaning maid services janitorial services pressure washing water restoration and other cleaning businesses read this book and you’ll discover the formula for finding your unique selling position dozens of headline ideas for cleaning businesses how to pick the most profitable advertising media for your message exactly what to do in a neighborhood advertising campaign so you don’t go broke a step by step sequence to get your clients to call you back more often and spend more money the internet marketing plan that helps your website get twice as many leads as other cleaning websites how to get the best commercial cleaning accounts killer tips to help you get more clients for less money upstart business consulting group creates comprehensive business plan kits for a variety of businesses and industries when you purchase one of our business plan kits you will have access to the tools that will allow you to be an entrepreneur we only create business plan kits for businesses that can capitalize on current trends and consumer demand all businesses we cover require an initial start up capital investment of 1 000 to 10 000 although the required start up capital is relatively small you will have the potential for substantial cash flow and a high return on investment the format of the business plan kits are modeled after business plans that have been used in successful start up companies these business plan kits are for those individuals who want a better work life balance want the flexibility pride and fulfillment that comes with being an entrepreneur and want to earn extra income embark on a transformative journey into the world of entrepreneurship with the carpet cleaning business blueprint the definitive guide for starting your own carpet cleaning company this indispensable manual serves as your beacon of knowledge illuminating the path to establishing a successful carpet cleaning business from scratch dive headfirst into the intricacies of the carpet cleaning industry as this guide navigates you through every essential aspect of launching and growing your own venture with a balance of insightful expertise and practical advice this book is a steadfast companion for aspiring business owners regardless of their prior experience a clean home is within your reach just in time for spring cleaning you can become an expert at cleaning your home all you need are the right tools and supplies a little motivation and the method that beth mcgee has perfected over 20 years as a home cleaning professional beth shares the products process and encouragement you need to make this seemingly daunting task manageable get your house clean now the home cleaning method anyone can master is filled with unique information beyond the recycled cleaning tips you’ve seen on the internet this is not a seven day or 30 day course on getting your home clean this book will prepare you to get your house clean as soon as you’re ready to get started no matter how dirty it is you will learn how to clean declutter and organize your home as a simple and rewarding habit not a chore whether you just want your home to sparkle start your own cleaning business prepare your home to rent or flip or help your house cleaner work most effectively for you this book will help you do it beth will instill in you knowledge to last a lifetime so you can experience the joy and benefit of a clean and tidy home starting a
cleaning business want the facts want a good chance at succeeding i was in the cleaning business for over 35 years i have watched countless individuals and couples start fail and work themselves to the bone and for not much of anything the business setup steps in this book will get you started on the right track from day one you will find practical advice steps to take and in the proper order to get legal get licensed get insured set up a basic office and learn ways to protect yourself and your new business what license do you need understanding insurance paying yourself and your employees if you decide to hire how much can you charge how much to charge for extras and what extras are information gathering for potential new customers help in obtaining new customers your at their home now what how to handle customers that try to get extras thrown in for free problem customers customers that cancel and how to handle them scopes of work for general cleans should you supply cleaning chemicals or not and how to decide what cleaning chemicals should you keep on hand and so much more this book is a must read if you want the opportunity to succeed in the cleaning business success in the commercial cleaning industry requires a strategic marketing plan far from leaving it up to chance you need to know exactly what you will do and how you will do it this book dives deep into the nuts and bolts of commercial cleaning marketing including many strategies designed and tested specifically for this industry below are just some of the things you’ll learn why following up with leads is absolutely critical to your success how to choose and use the right ads platforms to collect quality leads how to acquire cleaning contracts without spending advertising dollars what’s the proper way to use a crm tool to keep your system organized what role seo should play in your marketing strategy and how to implement it much much more cleaning in motion is a marketing leader in the commercial cleaning space and we have developed deep expertise in this field by working with some of the biggest names in the industry benefit from our experiences and leverage the knowledge in this book to take your business to new heights cleaninginmotion com this book covers business planning marketing tips and technical cleaning methods how to start and run your own window cleaning business delves into the creation of a policy manual for your own company there is also information on expanding with other services some of the other services include gutter cleaning gutter repair pressure washing roof cleaning roof treating and christmas lighting there is focus on residential services a homeowner may also find this book very helpful when deciding to do his or her own home maintenance or choosing a cleaning company whether you are an experienced professional or just getting started you will find valuable information within if you only learn one valuable tip the price of this book will be worth it with as little as 10 anyone can start their own domestic cleaning business and start earning up to 17 50 per hour a domestic cleaning business is a popular choice for people looking to start a quick business and earn some good money unfortunately the popularity of this business does not match the availability of information on how it can be done this book therefore offers a pragmatic guide to starting a domestic cleaning business it adopts an expanded view of the business idea and presents it in a guidebook setting for anyone looking to set up their own small cleaning business it offers an introduction to the cleaning industry and the types
of cleaning models available information on business costs making money marketing getting your first
customer and lots more are all discussed in this book also included is a list of valuable website
resources after reading this book you should be able to set up your own domestic cleaning business and win
your first customer the experts at entrepreneur provide a two part guide to success first find out what it
takes to start three of the most in demand cleaning businesses residential maid service commercial
janitorial service and carpet upholstery cleaning then master the fundamentals of business startup
including defining your business structure funding staffing and more this kit includes essential industry
and business specific startup steps with worksheets calculators checklists and more entrepreneur editors
start your own business a guide to starting any business and surviving the first three years interviews
and advice from successful entrepreneurs in the industry worksheets brainstorming sections and checklists
downloadable customizable business letters sales letters and other sample documents entrepreneur s small
business legal toolkit more about entrepreneur s startup resource kit every small business is unique
therefore it s essential to have tools that are customizable depending on your business s needs that s why
with entrepreneur is also offering you access to our startup resource kit get instant access to thousands
of business letters sales letters sample documents and more all at your fingertips you ll find the
following the small business legal toolkit sample business letters sample sales letters home cleaning is
one of the fastest growing service businesses in north america a good cleaning service brings comfort and
order into people s lives and in today s world these are highly sought after commodities a home cleaning
service can start out small but it has the potential to grow to be a multi million dollar business with
branch offices and franchises your business can grow to the point where you need to lease office space
hire staff purchase a fleet of vehicles and develop your own products and customized services with the
help of this book you can get your business up and running and survive that essential first year provides
information and ideas about how to run a profitable house cleaning business includes a cd rom with sample
forms this business book is different unlike every other book you ll read with titles like how to craft
the perfect business plan in 89 incredibly simple steps this book is different it s a simple how to guide
for creating a business plan that s right for you and your business and also an easy to follow workbook
the workbook will guide you through the process you need to follow it tells you the questions that you
need to consider the numbers you need and how to get them and supporting documents you need to gather the
main purpose of a business plan is to aid you in running your business so the workbook has been designed
for you to write the information in and refer back to as needed if you need to supply your business plan
to another party such as a bank if you re looking for finance then it s simple to type up the various
sections for a professional document running your own business is both a challenging and daunting prospect
with a well thought out business plan in place anticipating the challenges you ll face and the solutions
it will be much less daunting and much more exciting good luck molly the commercial office industry is has
so much dissatisfaction the the author wanted to educate decision makers
many people don’t like to be called cleaners but then many people don’t get paid to scrub floors and wash carpets and clean windows the commercial cleaning business can be profitable flexible and can grow quickly making it a great home business preference if you key into the right path professional cleaning business has the tendency of lower up front costs than other businesses and this is one of the few businesses you can begin working on immediately with little capital investment and start making profit formal training or certifications are not necessarily required for typical home and office cleaning for those that have a high level of work ethic and customer demeanor the cleaning business can be a lucrative and rewarding experience the following are the reasons why you should try your hand in commercial cleaning business i constant market businesses need their offices cleaned whether in a good economy or bad one if it wants to keep a professional and clean environment commercial cleaning maintains a steady market with steady demand ii simple service offering whether an entrepreneur decides to tap from an existing franchise model or build it from the scratch what businesses need is fairly similar across the board such as emptying wastebaskets cleaning bathrooms dusting tables and chairs washing toilets and the typical sweeping and mopping iii business is stable commercial cleaning is a continuing service business this means that companies and other businesses need the service regularly which brings in steady business for you as well as a secure regular income iv entry level workforce the good thing about it is that your employees don’t need formal education or training so you don’t have to spend money on expensive training or recruiting costs v overhead is low outside of cleaning supplies and other essentials someone interested in a commercial cleaning franchise doesn’t have to commit a lot of cash to buy cleaning equipment such as vehicles or inventory this book is a complete guide for starting a cleaning business with unpopular strategies for maximizing profit with minimum cost it also provides tips on determining the right location for a successful and flourishing business more facts and strategies are explained in this book to help you start your own commercial cleaning business without sweat tags home based business plan technique how to start a house cleaning business starting your own cleaning business cleaning business for sale how to start my own cleaning business how to start a home cleaning business start up business growth strategies small business forecasting start up business workbook start up business ideas cheap start up businesses how to start a cleaning business from home cleaning business insurance business checklist
**How To Start A Successful Cleaning Business**

2016-03-09

how to start a cleaning business the essential guide to starting a cleaning business starting a cleaning business can be a profitable alternative to the day job an evergreen service with a growing demand with both domestic and commercial clients it s a future proof business with masses of profit potential how to start a successful cleaning business second edition provides you with the essential information you need to know before you start your cleaning business from legal and technical requirements to get started to everything you need to start a cleaning business packed with tips inside information and tricks of the trade this book is a must have for anyone considering starting their own profitable cleaning business

**How to Start Your Own House Cleaning Company**

2014-04-15

start a house cleaning business with this step by step guide and be up and running in one week back in the olden days before the internet was really popular and you could google search anything there was trial and error if you wanted to start a house cleaning business from scratch you could but it was rarely an overnight success for anybody big success was tossed to the cleaning service franchisees who could afford the fancy training and well built brands while the mom and pop cleaning services were left to figure it out on their own good news times have changed as an independent house cleaner you no longer have to wade through endless pinterest boards for tips and ideas on how to start a house cleaning business angela brown built from scratch one of the most successful independently owned and operated house cleaning companies in the southeastern united states if you are serious about success in the cleaning service industry you should sign up for her free tips tricks and time saving hacks by joining the savvy cleaner email list at savvycleaner.com and you follow her blog at askahousecleaner.com she has trained a multitude of independent house cleaners how to take their business from day one through expansion and enormous growth in this step by step guide she'll show you how to set up your home office what office supplies you are going to need ideas for your company logo how to choose your company name how to choose a uniform tips on creating your company image and brand how to set your rules and policies how to choose a territory everything you need to know about creating flyers worksheets and why you need them how to bid jobs what to charge what kind of car you need confidence builders how to build instant credentials bonding insurance the magic of the mulligan how to get an endless stream of referrals how much you should pay for referral fees how to never have any billing and collections and how to always get paid and on time there is a
reason they call angela brown the house cleaning guru if you re here because you have an interest in house cleaning or in upgrading your life and you want to start a house cleaning business welcome house cleaning business is a 49 billion dollar a year industry that is nearly recession proof when times get hard people work more hours to pay the bills they have less time at home to clean so they outsource their cleaning which means more business for you and me another awesome reason to start a house cleaning business is this unlike a regular 9 to 5 job if you get fired you re not out of work you simply add another customer into your new available time slot and keep going and you will learn here how to do such an amazing job that you will never get fired and your clients will never want you to leave franchise or start a house cleaning business free bonus download savvycleaner com franchise so should you buy into an existing franchise like molly maid merrymaids the cleaning authority maid brigade maid pro sears maidservices the maids two maids a mop you ve got maids maidsimple cleantastic home cleaning services of america jani king mopfrog jan pro maid to perfection or many of the others on the market or should you start your own house cleaning company from scratch there are pros and cons to both if you are not sure of the differences you can download a free comparison chart at savvycleaner com franchise for the sake of this book we are going to assume you are going to start your own

Start Your Own Cleaning Service

2016-07-19

if it can get dirty chances are people will pay to have it cleaned houses carpets upholstery windows the list goes on and on a vast majority of dual income families use cleaning services creating a huge market for cleaning service startups updated with the latest industry and market information including the impact of technology and new specialty niches this new edition provides eager entrepreneurs with all the information they need to become a squeaky clean success the experts at entrepreneur share everything aspiring entrepreneurs need to know to start three of the most in demand cleaning businesses residential maid service commercial janitorial service and carpet upholstery cleaning included are current statistics and trend forecasts the ins and outs of finding customers new ideas for hiring and training employees up to date legal tax and insurance requirements tips on avoiding common pitfalls and surefire tips for growing a business other support includes answers to frequently asked questions and access to an appendix of additional resources and checklists to guide readers through each step of the startup process
although it may not seem like it cleaning is big business a well step up residential cleaning business can earn you substantial amounts of money to the tune of 50 000 per year however many people intent on starting this business tend to underestimate the amount of preparation and effort that goes into establishing such a business after all we all clean right right but cleaning another person’s home for monetary gains fee is infinitely different from cleaning your residence when the word business enters into the picture a lot changes suddenly the differences become clear the person you are cleaning for expects value for money if you are keen on starting a profitable residential cleaning business that provides value to its clients you need to avoid common pitfalls made by beginners venturing into this business fortunately this book has everything you need to create a profitable and immensely valuable cleaning business here is a preview of what you’ll learn this guide will teach you how to get started on the business the book will also look at the intricacies of owning and running a successful residential cleaning business you will learn the pros and cons of this type of business the items you need to set up the business and get started how to market your business for maximum exposure once it is up and running how to price cleaning jobs how to build a brand that stands out from the competition and many more introduction chapter 1 getting started chapter 2 the benefits and challenges of a residential cleaning business chapter 3 basic supplies needed to start chapter 4 marketing your business powerful marketing tactics chapter 5 powerful branding that beats your competition chapter 6 how to price jobs right for maximum profit chapter 7 keeping clients long term

Start a Commercial Or Residential Cleaning Business

2008

this book is aimed at helping others learn how to start a small independently run commercial or residential cleaning business as the saying goes give a man a fish and you feed him for a day teach a man to fish and he feeds himself for a lifetime it is my hope that by writing this book i will teach someone how to think act and to work like an independent businessperson before there were factories and assembly lines and huge multinational corporations there was the family with its small spot of land from which the family drew it sustenance the landowner worked the land and grew crops and raised livestock and poultry which he sold to neighbors and nearby townspeople mother father and children were all involved with the task of providing for the family this was the original spirit of america the spirit of freedom and
independence somewhere along the way that spirit of freedom and independence got lost in the shuffle the
industrial revolution ushered in an age of dependence and reliance on the act of working for someone else
in order to feed one's own family later there came the spirit of depending on the federal and state
governments to act as a safety net to help families in dire straits the citizens of the world must change
their thinking and change it quickly at the time i started writing this book in january 2014 the
unemployment rate for the united states of america was hovering around 7 i looked at this figure and
thought there is something wrong here i realized that we as americans and the citizens of the world have
surrendered our freedom and independence in return for the dependence on others for our own financial
security childhood obesity has risen at an alarming rate of the last three decades type 2 diabetes now
threatens the health of generations to come our children spend more time at the computer than they spend
exercising nobody wants to work anymore nobody wants to exert him or herself in performing any physical
activity that is not to say that the entire population lives sedentary lives there are millions of workers
who perform jobs that are physically demanding there are those among us whose jobs require them to clean
the homes and offices of doctors and lawyers and many other professionals why not take it a step further
and start your own business of offering cleaning services to others there is no shame in working in the
cleaning industry any more so than there is in working in a factory the real difference is that by owning
your own cleaning business you can earn considerably more money than you would by working for someone else
this brings us to the heart of the matter you might be paid seven to ten dollars an hour for cleaning
someone else's home or business while working for someone else with you own cleaning service business you
can make upwards of fifty dollars an hour of course there are expenses involved with running your own
business you simply charge a price that allows for expenses and a tidy profit to boot many are tired of
living under the cloud of uncertainty wondering when the axe will fall and they get their lay off notice
there are those forward thinking persons who are thinking of starting a small business but don't know
where to find information and details on doing so th eaim here is to offer guidance to those who do want
to break away from the nine to five treadmill of living from paycheck to paycheck i started with the aim
of providing as much detailed information as i could about starting and running a cleaning service
business let's not kid ourselves here you will have to do further research to work out the details of
running your own business i have not gone into minute detail about operating your business this is more of
a broad overview aimed at inspiring you to look further and to dig deeper into the industry and learn as
much as you can

How to Open & Operate a Financially Successful Cleaning Service

2021-09-23
book cd rom a lot of people believe that they can set up and operate a cleaning business that will reap big profits with a few dollars and some cleaning supplies the reality is most of these start ups fail in a couple of months as with any business it takes hard work and time to develop a profitable cleaning business however armed with the detailed information in this new book you can have your recession proof cleaning business up and running quickly you will learn how to build your client list quickly properly bid on jobs organise your schedule and maximise your time and profits you will learn everything you need to know before starting your cleaning business a cleaning service can be run part or full time and can easily be started in your own home as such these businesses are one of the fastest growing segments in the service economy this new book will teach you all you need to know about starting your own cleaning business in the minimum amount of time here is the manual you need to cash in on this highly profitable segment of the service industry this book is a comprehensive and detailed study of the business side of cleaning this superb manual should be studied by anyone investigating the opportunities of opening a cleaning business and will arm you with everything you need including sample business forms contracts worksheets and checklists for planning opening and running day to day operations and dozens of other valuable time saving tools that no entrepreneur should be without while providing detailed instructions and examples the author leads you through finding a location that will bring success if necessary buying and selling a cleaning service pricing formulas sales planning tracking competitors bookkeeping media planning pricing copy writing hiring and firing employees motivating workers managing and training employees accounting procedures successful budgeting and profit planning development as well as thousands of great tips and useful guidelines by reading this book you will become knowledgeable about basic cost control systems site plans and diagrams software and equipment layout and planning sales and marketing techniques legal concerns irs reporting requirements customer service monthly profit and loss statements tax preparation public relations general management skills low and no cost ways to satisfy customers and build sales and auditing in addition you will learn how to draw up a winning business plan the companion cd rom has the actual business plan that can be used in microsoft word how to set up computer systems to save time and money how to hire and keep a qualified professional staff how to generate high profile public relations and how to keep bringing clients back the manual delivers literally hundreds of innovative ways to streamline your business learn new ways to make your operation run smoother and increase performance shut down waste reduce costs and increase profits in addition owners will appreciate this valuable resource and use it as a reference in their daily activities and as a source for ready to use forms sites operating and cost cutting ideas and mathematical formulas that can be easily applied the companion cd rom contains all the forms in the book as well as a sample business plan you can adapt for your own use
How To Start A Cleaning Business

2004-08

have you ever wanted to start your own business well now is your time get started in a business where customers are crunched on time need you to clean their homes and you already have all the tools and experience to begin now this trusty book delivers the information needed to start establish and market your cleaning business in an informative and fun manner we provide tons of different tips and tricks you can use to propel your new or existing business forward there are plenty of topics to uncover and more later you will learn all about the required tasks of running a successful business such as equipment networking advertising pricing estimating hiring and training additionally we provided examples of many of the different forms you ll need such as a cleaning service contract equipment and cleaning checklists a cleaning guide and sample flyer in giving you this book we want to be as helpful and honest as we can in the content we deliver we want to motivate you spark your inner boss and help you profit from your own hard work this is dedicated to beginners and current business owners of cleaning companies we want to encourage you to follow your dream of starting your own business and employing others to help them accomplish their goals now is your time to leave your job and tell your boss that you re throwing in the towel

Jump Into Janitorial

2008-09-26

inside you will find a complete plan to build a six figure income and more these powerful lessons can be used right away to organize and build your janitorial business topics as the perfect client profile of customers to look for how to market your company how to make sales how to organize your business how to recruit great dependable labor how to retain labor how to train your workers how to give a great consistent service start today to build a profitable cleaning business ron piscatelli is an entrepreneur and successful author of coffee break wisdom on starting a successful business and author of pasta fazool for the soul the italian cookbook everyone is talking about visit ron piscatelli at ronpiscatelli com

Start and Run A Successful Cleaning Business

2012-04-01
the cleaning industry is worth billions each year there is plenty of money to be made and you don t require any specific qualifications to get started what you do need is a range of key skills and a personal determination to succeed this book will give you insider knowledge of the world of office and domestic cleaning it will provide you with all the practical tools you need to succeed in a competitive but rewarding industry the basics required to set up your business and the services you can offer how to develop sales and how to find and keep satisfied clients how to find good staff train them and deal with problems how to maintain the quality of your service provision as you grow managing the legal health safety and insurance requirements how to develop your brand and grow your company book keeping debt control and finance how to develop further lucrative services to offer your client base

How To Start A Cleaning Business

2016-04-20

there is a difference between desire and decision after a bad day at work or when a particularly big bill you hadn t expected arrives every working person wants to have more money wants to be his or her own boss but really that feeling is temporary it s a reaction to current circumstances and for whatever reason it will fade fairly quickly that is the first lesson to learn in starting your own business not everyone was meant to have one sometimes of course that desire persist it will become solid and strong something that doesn t fade in hours or days and it s that driven desire that can lead you to make a decision one that will change your life and that s why you re holding this book in your hands or reading it on your screen because that fleeting dream just won t go away and you think you may really want to start a cleaning business of your own this book will help you make an intelligent decision

How to Start Your Own Cleaning Business

2017-02-18

are you struggling to make ends meet are you getting tired of living payday to payday perhaps you are just looking for a change well i say yes it is time for a change

How to Start a Cleaning Business

2013-02-15
updated in 2017 in this turnkey guide loaded with specifics i share the three primary marketing strategies
i used to generate a 2000 book of residual monthly income in the first month of my launch i include
several other gems that will help propel the success of your home cleaning business enjoy bonus 50
question cleaning quiz with answers

How to Start a Cleaning Business

2021-09-05

cleaning is something everyone has to deal with but few people truly enjoy it for those who do enjoy it
working as a cleaner can be a lucrative way of earning a living the benefits of cleaning for a living
include the freedom to set your own hours and work with clients you like an opportunity to escape a desk
or hard labor job and plenty of exercise imagine owning your own business you have no boss you have very
few start up costs you ask for and receive pay raises automatically you set your own hours and determine
your pay rate sound too good to be true here is the exciting news it s not everything you need to know
about making money with this business is in this book you will learn how to write a sizzling proposal how
to bid like a pro where to buy supplies how to get people to call you for jobs how to use this best kept
secret in business to launch your dreams buy this book now

Profitable Cleaning Business

1949

shey morton is a mother a hard worker industrious a self starter in a word hustler she hustled her way to
the top creating a franchisable business with a bucket and a business card and is committed to helping
others to do the same

Establishing and Operating a Dry Cleaning Business

1949

in this book i share 3 tips on how you can start and grow your commercial cleaning business without
getting stuck doing the cleaning doing a little bit of cleaning in your cleaning business isn t a bad
thing it becomes a problem when you get stuck in your office cleaning business
Establishing and Operating a Dry Cleaning Business

2017-11-02

start a cleaning business on a shoestring is a comprehensive and easy to understand guide to starting and running a successful UK domestic cleaning agency based on the author's own experience compared with other business start ups a cleaning agency offers many advantages can be run from home relatively low start up costs recession resilient quick to set up you could be earning money within 2 weeks easy to learn high profit margins fantastic income potential white collar opportunity you don't do the cleaning you manage this book is broken down into a logical sequence allowing the reader to move effortlessly from the planning phase to launch and then on to the day to day running of the business clear step by step guidance is provided throughout with specimen contracts forms marketing and presentation materials provided in short everything you need to start a cleaning business is included the author even offers valuable bonuses when you buy his book trade prices on your printed materials half price advertising in a leading UK online cleaning directory a low cost website building service a low cost document customisation service starting and running a cleaning agency is not rocket science it simply requires commitment and basic organisation skills simply signing up two new clients per week will put you on target to earn in the region of 80 000 per annum by the end of your second trading year all this is possible without having to run payroll provide cleaning materials and equipment or do any cleaning work yourself you can even run the business part time and the author explains how you can accomplish this why spend upwards of 10 000 for a cleaning franchise when you can learn how to start a successful cleaning agency on a shoestring

How To Start A Cleaning Business in 7 Days

1997

if you have ever been anxious over what business to start with a small capital you need not fret anymore this book is your go to guide to starting a house cleaning business unlike some other startups that are capital intensive a house cleaning business offers you the best return on investment with a low startup cost

Making the Most of Your Cleaning Business

2012-11-08
how to start and grow your own cleaning business including registration finding customers and retaining customers

**How To Start a House Cleaning Business**

2021-09-04

written by a 20 year veteran cleaning business owner and advertising consultant to the cleaning industry this book is for carpet cleaning maid services janitorial services pressure washing water restoration and other cleaning businesses read this book and you’ll discover the formula for finding your unique selling position dozens of headline ideas for cleaning businesses how to pick the most profitable advertising media for your message exactly what to do in a neighborhood advertising campaign so you don’t go broke a step by step sequence to get your clients to call you back more often and spend more money the internet marketing plan that helps your website get twice as many leads as other cleaning websites how to get the best commercial cleaning accounts killer tips to help you get more clients for less money

**Start a Cleaning Business on a Shoestring**

2015-10-13

upstart business consulting group creates comprehensive business plan kits for a variety of businesses and industries when you purchase one of our business plan kits you will have access to the tools that will allow you to be an entrepreneur we only create business plan kits for businesses that can capitalize on current trends and consumer demand all businesses we cover require an initial start up capital investment of 1 000 to 10 000 although the required start up capital is relatively small you will have the potential for substantial cash flow and a high return on investment the format of the business plan kits are modeled after business plans that have been used in successful start up companies these business plan kits are for those individuals who want a better work life balance want the flexibility pride and fulfillment that comes with being an entrepreneur and want to earn extra income

**House Cleaning Business : Get Started Today and Enjoy the Freedom of Being Your Own Boss**

2016-08-02
embark on a transformative journey into the world of entrepreneurship with the carpet cleaning business blueprint the definitive guide for starting your own carpet cleaning company this indispensable manual serves as your beacon of knowledge illuminating the path to establishing a successful carpet cleaning business from scratch dive headfirst into the intricacies of the carpet cleaning industry as this guide navigates you through every essential aspect of launching and growing your own venture with a balance of insightful expertise and practical advice this book is a steadfast companion for aspiring business owners regardless of their prior experience

How to Start and Run Your Own Cleaning Business

1966

a clean home is within your reach just in time for spring cleaning you can become an expert at cleaning your home all you need are the right tools and supplies a little motivation and the method that beth mcgee has perfected over 20 years as a home cleaning professional beth shares the products process and encouragement you need to make this seemingly daunting task manageable get your house clean now the home cleaning method anyone can master is filled with unique information beyond the recycled cleaning tips you ve seen on the internet this is not a seven day or 30 day course on getting your home clean this book will prepare you to get your house clean as soon as you re ready to get started no matter how dirty it is you will learn how to clean declutter and organize your home as a simple and rewarding habit not a chore whether you just want your home to sparkle start your own cleaning business prepare your home to rent or flip or help your house cleaner work most effectively for you this book will help you do it beth will instill in you knowledge to last a lifetime so you can experience the joy and benefit of a clean and tidy home

Killer Advertising For Cleaning Businesses

2004

starting a cleaning business want the facts want a good chance at succeeding i was in the cleaning business for over 35 years i have watched countless individuals and couples start fail and work themselves to the bone and for not much of anything the business setup steps in this book will get you started on the right track from day one you will find practical advice steps to take and in the proper order to get legal get licensed get insured set up a basic office and learn ways to protect yourself and your new business what license do you need understanding insurance paying yourself and your employees if you decide to hire
how much can you charge how much to charge for extras and what extras are information gathering for potential new customers help in obtaining new customers your at their home now what how to handle customers that try to get extras thrown in for free problem customers customers that cancel and how to handle them scopes of work for general cleans should you supply cleaning chemicals or not and how to decide what cleaning chemicals should you keep on hand and so much more this book is a must read if you want the opportunity to succeed in the cleaning business

Starting and Managing a Small Dry Cleaning Business
2009-05-24

success in the commercial cleaning industry requires a strategic marketing plan far from leaving it up to chance you need to know exactly what you will do and how you will do it this book dives deep into the nuts and bolts of commercial cleaning marketing including many strategies designed and tested specifically for this industry below are just some of the things you ll learn why following up with leads is absolutely critical to your success how to choose and use the right ads platforms to collect quality leads how to acquire cleaning contracts without spending advertising dollars what s the proper way to use a crm tool to keep your system organized what role seo should play in your marketing strategy and how to implement it much much more cleaning in motion is a marketing leader in the commercial cleaning space and we have developed deep expertise in this field by working with some of the biggest names in the industry benefit from our experiences and leverage the knowledge in this book to take your business to new heights cleaninginmotion com

Cleaning Business 125 Ways to Be in the Cleaning Business
2022-06-07

this book covers business planning marketing tips and technical cleaning methods how to start and run your own window cleaning business delves into the creation of a policy manual for your own company there is also information on expanding with other services some of the other services include gutter cleaning gutter repair pressure washing roof cleaning roof treating and christmas lighting there is focus on residential services a homeowner may also find this book very helpful when deciding to do his or her own home maintenance or choosing a cleaning company whether you are an experienced professional or just getting started you will find valuable information within if you only learn one valuable tip the price of this book will be worth it
Rain Gutter Repair and Cleaning Company

2015-12-05

with as little as 10 anyone can start their own domestic cleaning business and start earning up to 17.50 per hour a domestic cleaning business is a popular choice for people looking to start a quick business and earn some good money unfortunately the popularity of this business does not match the availability of information on how it can be done this book therefore offers a pragmatic guide to starting a domestic cleaning business it adopts an expanded view of the business idea and presents it in a guidebook setting for anyone looking to set up their own small cleaning business it offers an introduction to the cleaning industry and the types of cleaning models available information on business costs making money marketing getting your first customer and lots more are all discussed in this book also included is a list of valuable website resources after reading this book you should be able to set up your own domestic cleaning business and win your first customer

The Carpet Cleaning Business Blueprint: The Definitive Guide For Starting Your Own Carpet Cleaning Company

1949

the experts at entrepreneur provide a two part guide to success first find out what it takes to start three of the most in demand cleaning businesses residential maid service commercial janitorial service and carpet upholstery cleaning then master the fundamentals of business startup including defining your business structure funding staffing and more this kit includes essential industry and business specific startup steps with worksheets calculators checklists and more entrepreneur editors start your own business a guide to starting any business and surviving the first three years interviews and advice from successful entrepreneurs in the industry worksheets brainstorming sections and checklists downloadable customizable business letters sales letters and other sample documents entrepreneur s small business legal toolkit more about entrepreneur s startup resource kit every small business is unique therefore it s essential to have tools that are customizable depending on your business s needs that s why with entrepreneur is also offering you access to our startup resource kit get instant access to thousands of business letters sales letters sample documents and more all at your fingertips you ll find the following the small business legal toolkit sample business letters sample sales letters
home cleaning is one of the fastest growing service businesses in North America. A good cleaning service brings comfort and order into people's lives and in today's world, these are highly sought after commodities. A home cleaning service can start out small but it has the potential to grow to be a multi-million dollar business with branch offices and franchises. Your business can grow to the point where you need to lease office space, hire staff, purchase a fleet of vehicles, and develop your own products and customized services. With the help of this book, you can get your business up and running and survive that essential first year.

Establishing and Operating a Dry Cleaning Business

provides information and ideas about how to run a profitable house cleaning business. Includes a CD ROM with sample forms.

Start Your Cleaning Business the Right Way

this business book is different. Unlike every other book you'll read with titles like how to craft the perfect business plan in 89 incredibly simple steps, this book is different. It's a simple how to guide for creating a business plan that's right for you and your business. And also an easy to follow workbook. The workbook will guide you through the process you need to follow. It tells you the questions that you need to consider, the numbers you need and how to get them, and supporting documents you need to gather. The main purpose of a business plan is to aid you in running your business. So the workbook has been designed for you to write the information in and refer back to as needed if you need to supply your business plan to another party, such as a bank if you're looking for finance. Then it's simple to type up the various sections for a professional document running your own business is both a challenging and daunting prospect. With a well thought out business plan in place, anticipating the challenges you'll face and the solutions it will be much less daunting and much more exciting.
No leads Left Behind
2014-01-05

the commercial office industry is has so much dissatisfaction the the author wanted to educate decision makers

How to Start and Run Your Own Window Cleaning Business
2014-04-01

Start Earning Up to 17.50 Per Hour Running Your Own Cleaning Business
2023-09-15

Cleaning Service
2002

Start & Run a Home Cleaning Business
2020-03-18

Start and Run a Home Cleaning Business
2016-05-10
Cleaning Business: Turn Part-time Hours into Full-time Income Today

Business Plan For A Laundry And Dry Cleaning Business
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